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WEAK LIMITS OF POWERS OF A CONTRACTION
IN HUBERT SPACE1

S. R. FOGUEL

Let T be an operator, on the Hilbert space H, with ||r|| gl. Let

Ho = {x\ weak lim Tnx = 0},        Hi = Ho.

We shall use the facts, proved in [l], that

1. xEHo if and only if lim (Tnx, x) =0    (Theorem 3.1).

2. On Hi the operator T is unitary    (Theorem 1.1).

Given xEH let x = x0+Xi, where x0EH0 and XiG-ffi. The purpose

of this note is to find conditions, on the sequence (Tnx, x), that will

imply that X\ is generated by eigenvectors of T. This is related to the

notion of mixing for ergodic transformations.

Theorem 1. Let y be in the subspace generated by T"x, T*nx,

ra = 1, 2, • • • . Iflim(Tny, x) =0, then weak lim Tny = 0.

Proof. Since H0 and Hi are invariant under T, it is enough to prove

the theorem for the case when xEHi (and thus also yEHi). If ra¿

is any subsequence of the integers and z = weak lim Tniy, then z is

orthogonal to Tkx,k = 0, +1, ±2, • ■ • (since T is unitary on Hi). But

z belongs to the subspace generated by T±nx. Hence, z = 0 and, thus,

weak lim Tny = 0.

Corollary. Let P(X) be a polynomial whose roots of modulus one are

Xi, • ■ • , Xa. If lim(T"P(T)x, x)=0, then x = x0+x1 where: x0EH0,

Xi= 2j*-i 2»> Tzi = \iz¡.

Proof. Let x = x04-Xi, where x0EH0 and XiEH¡. By Theorem 1,
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PiT)xEH0 and, thus, P(F)xiG.ffo or P(F)x1 = 0. The theorem now

follows from the spectral representation of P on Hi.

Consider the example: P" = P2([0, 2ir), m) and (F/)(0) = eiil/(0). Then

n 2*

<J»x, x) =   I    ein>\f(6)\2n(d0)
J 0

are the Fourier coefficients of |/| V Thus if

a0(F"x, x) + ai(rn+1x, x) + • • • + aPiTn+px, x)-► 0,
n—* w

then

/ = /o +/i,        J «*" I /o(9) |»M(d9)-^0

and

/i = 0 except for the points 0i, • • • , 0t, which

are the roots of a0 + ffieifl + • • • + apeipt> = 0.

Consider, for any contraction T, the polynomial X —1:

If lim((P"x, x) — (rn-1x, x))=0, then lim(Pnx, x) exists. In fact,

weak lim Tnx exists since x = x0+xi, where Pxi = Xi.

In [2] Sucheston proved that if Pis given by an ergodic transforma-

tion on a measure space and lim((P"x, x) — (Fn~lx, x))=0 for n out-

side of a lacunary sequence and for every xEH, then T is strongly

mixing. In our treatment we cannot exclude a lacunary sequence but

P can be any contraction, and the condition is assumed for one x only.

Let g(0) =fieiS) be a continuous function of bounded variation. Let

ak be the Fourier coefficients of g. It is known that the Fourier sums

converge uniformly to g.

Lemma   A.   Let   U  be  a   unitary   operator;   then   (P"/(P)x,   x)

=r*"-«(£/»+*x,xH.

Proof. Let Eid) be the spectral measure of U, O=0<27r. Then

/»2t 00 /» 2tt

iUnfiU)x, x) =   I     gid)eine (P(aö)x, x) =   Y, ak I    eí(»+*>» (E(dO)x, x).

Lemma B. The sum XX-» iTn+kx, x)ak is convergent and if x0EH0

then

CO

£   (F»+*Xo, x0)ak —* 0.
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Proof. Let [/be the unitary dilation of T, in the sense of [3]. Then

CO 00

Yj  (Tn+kx, x)ak =   2   (Un+kx, x)ak = (Unf(U)x, x).
k=—oo ft=—00

Now if weak lim r"x0 = O, then (UnXo, Xo) = (Tnx0, x0)—>0, hence,

weak lim £/"x = weak lim U*nx = 0. Thus

(U"f(U)x, x) = (f(U)x, U*nx) -+ 0.

Theorem 2. Let g vanish on at most a countable set. If

00

lim     Y, (Tn+kx, x)ak = 0,
»-* » ¡¡¡=-00

then x = x0+xj, where x0EH0 and Xi is generated by eigenvectors of T.

Proof. Let x = x0+xi, where x0EH0 and xiEHi. Now

00 00 CO

Y,  (Tn+% x)ak =   E  (Tn+kXo, x0)ak +   E   (Tn+kxi, Xi)a,.
k=—00 k=—00 k=—tX)

By Lemma B the first sum tends to zero; thus E™=-» (Tn+kXi, Xi)ak

—>0. Hence, by Lemma A and Theorem l,/(F)xi=0. The theorem

now follows from the spectral representation of T on Hi.
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